Abstract.-Analogous conditions in environmental variables are expected because environments are spatially autocorrelated and often present similar combinations over geographic space. That similar environmental combinations may be found at different localities provides a crucial basis for correlative species distribution modeling. An absolutely analogous variable is constant, while a non-analogous variable has no-repeating values, yet no current method allows researchers to quantify intermediate degrees of analogous conditions and rank environmental layers. I approached this issue from the perspective of dual-space correspondence, in which (a) variable range and modal frequency have a theoretical inverse relationship (y ∝ x -1 ), and (b) modal values of frequency are limited by the number of pixels in a given raster layer. For two geographic extents and two resolutions (2.5' and 10'), I obtained range and modal frequency of 19 bioclimatic variables and 5 reference variables. Then, I measured Euclidean distances from candidate variables to the non-analogous variable as a metric for degree of analogous conditions, which were used to rank variables. Bioclimatic layers were plotted in log-log scatterplots of range vs. modal frequency; variables were located inside the upper-right triangle (except for one set), and no layer fit the inverse model. Temperature variables presented higher degrees of analogous conditions than precipitation for South America and the Araucaria Moist Forests ecoregion. Geographic extent and pixel resolution changed the degree of analogous conditions of derived variables (quarterly and monthly); however, a pattern of change was not observed, which suggested ad hoc hypotheses on geographic and temporal idiosyncrasies. Variables with high contribution in previous SDM/ENM studies (e.g., temperature seasonality and annual precipitation) showed low degree of analogous conditions. It is expected that heterogeneous layers would generate better correlational geographic distributional predictions than analogous variables, even though this hypothesis remains untested. Ranking layers can provide grounds for selecting variables in distribution and niche modeling, particularly as regards interpreting spatial projection and transferability. Alternatively, ranking can be used to compare degrees of analogous conditions of the same layer in different time spans.
An environmental digital layer is a common object of geographic information systems, in which values of a continuous variable are stored in a spatially referenced matrix (Chang 2017) . In biogeography and macroecology, environmental layers include temperature, precipitation, humidity, radiation, soil, and human occupation. They can be used as a background in illustrating maps and as predictors in statistical analysis (Williams et al. 2012) . Environmental layers are normally raster format objects, which implies some level of discretization of continuous space (Hijmans and Elith 2017) .
Environmental variables are not distributed heterogeneously across space. Variables like temperature are spatially autocorrelated, and show repeated or similar values over space (Legendre 1993) . Additionally, combinations of variables can replicate more complex circumstances and cause localities to represent analogous conditions, for example, a monsoonlike climate in South America caused by heating and circulation regimes associated with topography (Zhou and Lau 1998) . In the literature, 'analogous' or 'analog' has frequently been employed to designate equivalent climatic conditions through time. Several studies have inferred how populations and communities responded to past (Overpeck et al. 1992, Jackson and Overpeck 2000) and current climate change (Garcia et al. 2014 ) by comparing to modern climates against analogous past and/or future climate scenarios. They have also estimated new and disappearing climatic combinations in scenarios of change (Ohlemüller et al. 2006 , Williams et al. 2007 , Ackerly et al. 2010 ).
Contemporary analogous conditions, such as pixels with equal or similar values, provide grounds for species distribution modeling (Guisan and Zimmermann 2000) . In a correlative approach, occurrences of species and digital environmental layers are used to estimate existing or realized niches of species . Then, a given algorithm may search (Elith and Graham 2009) across the geographic extent for equivalent conditions (Elith and Leathwick 2009 ). An interesting topic relevant to correlational modeling is projection over space and the problem of non-analog climates (Fitzpatrick and Hargrove 2009) . It is possible that native-range geographic range climate conditions are distinct from conditions in the invaded region (Fitzpatrick et al. 2006, Soberón and . In these cases, challenging the equilibrium assumption, including invasion stages (Gallien et al. 2012) , and controlling for possible niche shifts (Guisan et al. 2014) in spatial projections may overcome the problem.
Correlational modeling procedures are based on the dual-space correspondence , Soberón et al. 2017 . Dual-space correspondence, or Hutchinson's duality (Colwell and Rangel 2009), occurs when points from an input space (e.g. biotope space, geographic space) are plotted in a feature space (e.g. climatic space), where variables are axes and measures are coordinates (Hutchinson 1978, Colwell and Rangel 2009) . Each input point g from geographic space (G) has a vector e g composed of measures of v variables, such as annual mean temperature, annual precipitation, and so on. The vector eg with v elements represents the coordinates of the point in a vdimensional space, the environmental space (E) .
When enough variables are used at sufficient precision, points from G generally correspond one to one to points in E (Apinall and Lees 1994). However, this situation is not necessarily the case, and the same or very similar (analogous) climatic combinations may occur in separated geographic localities.
In any case, the cloud of points can be interpreted as a particular realization of environmental conditions that occur across a given geographic extent at a particular time (i.e., the realized environment) (Jackson and Overpeck 2000) . Two additional features from E are of particular interest: (i) empty environmental spaces denote combinations of conditions that are missing, such as warm (>30°C) and wet (>3000 mm) climates in California (Ackerly et al. 2010) , and (ii) closelylocated points that are environmentally analogous localities (de Oliveira et al. 2014) .
For a climatic variable, when many localities have the same value, their corresponding points pile up in a kernel in E, and represent high frequency regions (Figure 1 ). In this case, when more than one locality has the same environmental-variable value, if a single point was mapped back, it would represent all pixels in G in an asymmetric relationship (one-to-many, a partial reciprocity, Colwell and Rangel 2009). On the other hand, a non-analogous (nonrepeating) variable in G has corresponding points (1:1) spread over E, with a maximum frequency of one.
Let n = |G| the number of points in the rasterization of a variable; y is the range of values of the variables (y = y max -ymin) and x is the modal frequency of variable y. If the extent and resolution of the discretization of G do not change, then an inverse relationship (y ∝ x -1 ) between the range of a variable and its modal frequency is to be expected. In other words, if the range of a variable is small, most cells in the raster have values in that small range. If the range is broad, the distribution of frequencies will tend to be flat (Figure 1 ). This effect occurs because (a) each variable's range determines the span of its axis in E, and (b) the number of pixels is constant for a given extent and resolution, which provides a zero-sum scenario. Hence, when the span is low, density will be concentrated in a small region, and kernel modal frequency will be high; when the breadth is high, density is spread over the axis and maximum frequency is low. This point is important because of Hutchinson's Duality: the same niche breadths in regions of contrasting spans of values of environmental variables may predict contrasting sizes of areas of distribution.
Statistical selection of variables for species distribution modeling frequently aims at controlling variable collinearity and ranking variables (Negrão and Löwenberg-Neto in prep.). Current metrics for analogy of conditions are available only in temporal frameworks and only for comparing pixels within layers (Garcia et al. 2014 ), which does not allow comparison among layers. In the present paper, I present a layer-scoped metric that quantifies overall degree of analogy of environmental layers under Hutchinson's duality. I have then used the measurements to rank variables, and discuss the importance of these tools and ideas in the broader field of distributional ecology. METHODS I obtained 19 bioclimatic variables (Hijmans et al. 2005) , and calculated their ranges and modal values. Measurements were developed for variables at two geographic extents: all of South America (SA) and the Araucaria Moist Forests ecoregion (AR) in southern Brazil (Olson et al. 2002) . For both extents, I analyzed bioclimatic variables at two resolutions: 2.5' and 10' (Guisan and Thuiller 2005) .
For each combination of extent and resolution, I created 5 reference variables: (1) Constant variable (CO) is a homogeneous variable, with a modal frequency equal to the number of pixels and zero for range. For the logtransformed distance (see below), I assigned variable range to one. (2) Semi-constant, wide range (SC), is the second most homogeneous variable has a single, high modal frequency and a wide range with low frequencies. This variable is important variable because it controls for variables that are very homogeneous but that may mislead interpretation or metric quantification owing to its wide range of values. (3) Random normal (RN) is a heterogeneous variable drawn from a normal distribution; its range is similar to the bioclimatic variable with the broadest range in all combinations, annual precipitation. (4) Heterogeneous (HT) is the most heterogeneous variable, with a range similar to that of annual precipitation; it has repeating values with the lowest maximum frequency. Finally, (5) Non-analogous (NAN) is the absolutely heterogeneous variable, with no repeating values, range equal to the number of pixels, and a modal frequency of one.
I compiled variable ranges and modal frequencies into data matrices. For each dataset, I measured the Euclidean distance matrix between rows using dist command and method = "euclidean" sqrt(sum((xi -yi)^2)) in R version 3.5.0. The distance between a given variable to the non-analogous variable (NAN) was used to quantify variable's degree of analogous conditions; therefore, longer distances to NAN denoted more homogeneous (analogous) variables. The same measurement procedure was done for a log-transformed data matrix (log distance). Pearson's correlations were calculated among distance, log distance, and secondary metrics, which included range, maximum frequency, and the Shannon-Weaver diversity index (Shannon 2001) . The last metric was calculated using the command diversity in the 'vegan' R package (Oksanen et al. 2007 ).
RESULTS
Variable histograms used to measure range and modal frequency are presented in Appendix A; measurements are in Appendix B. For each variable, range and modal frequency were logtransformed and plotted (Figure 2 ). Correlation analyses showed that distance and log distance were strongly positively correlated; log distance was negatively correlated with variable range (Appendix C).
For each combination of geographic extent and resolution, distances to the NAN variable were used to compare variables. Ranking showed that reference variables CO and SC had the highest degree of analogous conditions while RN, HT and NAN the least ( Figure 3A) . Statistical variables showed disparate degrees of analogous conditions ( Figure 3B ): mean diurnal range, temperature annual range, and precipitation seasonality had their degree of analogy of conditions affected by geographic extents, whereas isothermality and temperature seasonality, which are standardized variables, were less affected. Temperature variables presented higher degrees of analogy of conditions than precipitation in both regions ( Figure 3C and 3D) . DISCUSSION A metric that quantifies overall degree of analogy of conditions for individual environmental layers was presented. By creating a non-analogous variable in which the range equals the number of pixels and modal frequency equals one, it was possible to plot and measure the Euclidean distance to the candidate variable as an index of dissimilarity to the non-analogous variable. In this sense, higher distances to NAN denote that a variable has a high degree of analogous conditions. Log-transformed plots provided a better visualization of the variables and their spatial positions in the kernel, and allow visualization of expected upper limits, which are based on the number of pixels the expected inverse relationship between variable range and modal frequency (Figure 2 ). Bioclimatic layers were located inside the right-angled triangle, and no layer fit the inverse model, which was expected for climatic variables.
Reference variables, especially SC and HT, showed consistent positions in all plots, providing internal references for the bioclimatic variables; conversely, RN was very close to realistic variables. Three variables were placed outside the triangle envelope, beyond the vertical axis. This effect occurred because variables had a wider range than the numbers of pixels available. The AR10 treatment comprised 684 pixels, and ranges were above 1000 for temperature seasonality, annual precipitation, and RN.
Secondary metrics were not tested formally because I intended to provide a metric based on the duality ontology. Nevertheless, their correlations with Euclidean distance provided some information. For example, variable range was strongly negatively correlated with distance, which supports an exploratory approximation to analogous degree with no need for developing scatterplot. Modal frequencies were less correlated with distance in treatments with finer pixels; diversity index showed a weak relation to distance; the index did not discern the semiconstant wide-range variable well.
Ranking bioclimatic layers showed that geographic extent and pixel resolution both affect the degree of analogy of conditions. It was expected that a change in grain size would not severely affect the degree of analogy of conditions (Guisan et al. 2007 ). For the same extent, ranking showed that pixel resolution modified a variable's ranking position, even though it showed no pattern of increasing analogy of conditions with decreasing resolution or vice-versa. Regarding geographic extent, it was expected that extents limited the ranges of environmental variables (Thuiller et al. 2004 , Randin et al. 2006 , and that the smaller geographic extent would present higher degrees of analogy of conditions (Anderson and Raza 2010) . This effect was observed only for a few variables, including statistical ones constructed by consideration of ranges of values (temperature diurnal and annual ranges) and coefficients of variation (precipitation seasonality).
A third expectation was that variables arranged in temporal slices (quarterly and monthly) would show increasing degrees of analogy of conditions when compared to annual variables. In fact, annual mean temperature showed consistent ranking positions (8, 8, 8, 6 , Fig. 3C ), whereas time-sliced variables showed changeable positions (e.g., mean temperature of wettest quarter, ranks 5, 6, 14, 13). The same effect was observed for precipitation variables (e.g., annual precipitation, ranks 21, 20, 21, 21; precipitation of wettest quarter, ranks 18, 21, 12, 14); however, I did not observe any general trend of increasing degree by decreasing temporal slice size. In sum, geographic extent and pixel resolution changed the degree of analogous conditions of derived variables whereas annual variables tended to maintain their rankings. No consistent trend of change between extension/resolution and increasing degree of analogous conditions was recognized, which suggested ad hoc hypotheses for geographic and temporal idiosyncrasies.
For the purpose of species distribution modeling (SDM), variables showing high degrees of analogy of conditions tend to estimate broad geographic ranges and few values are frequent across geographic space . For a given range or niche-breadth, SDM models using variables close to the upper-left side of the triangle would predict larger geographic expanses than those in the lowerright part of the triangle. This observation thus offers a cautionary note for studies relating niche breadth to distributional area without controlling for variable degrees of analogy of conditions (Slatyer et al. 2013) .
In fact, this statement depends on each band of the variable histogram having a correlation with occurrences of species (Guisan and Thuiller 2005) . In any case, a study that summarized environmental variables that most contributed to estimating species' geographic distributions showed that, for the WorldClim dataset, temperature seasonality, annual precipitation, and precipitation of the driest month had highest mean contributions (Bradie and Leung 2017) . Interestingly, in this study, the former two variables were consistently ranked as showing low degree analogy for both extents and resolution; precipitation of the driest month showed an atypical trend, with high analogy for South America and low analogy for Araucaria Moist Forests (Fig. 3D) , perhaps owing to odd contrasts in this variable in homogeneity across the two regions (Appendix A).
Further, it is common in processing raster layers to transform decimal values into integers by multiplying by 10, 100, or 1000 (Hijmans et al. 2005) , which produces increasing variable heterogeneity. It is also common to use raster layers arranged into categorical, nominal, or ordinal classes , which dramatically homogenizes variables. Increasing or decreasing numbers of bins on the environmental axis affects modal frequencies in the E-space kernel and therefore the degree of analogy of conditions of environmental layers.
In this paper, I have focused on quantification of analogy of conditions within the same variable layer as 'contemporary' analogous conditions. This quantification approach can be used to compare degrees of analogy of conditions in different time spans (Garcia et al. 2014) . For a given variable with constant extent and resolution, the variable can be plotted for different spans, and degrees of analogous conditions in temporal scenarios of change can be ranked.
By analyzing how analogous conditions were coded in G and E, I used two parameters to characterize degree of analogy of conditions. The Euclidean distance between the candidate layer and the non-analogous layer provided a metric of dissimilarity used to rank and compare variables by their degree of analogy. The resulting information may be used to select layers and interpret results in species distribution and ecological niche modeling. 
